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Abstract

Low data rate, reliable wireless connectivity among inexpensive fixed,

portable and mobile devices is needed in some home automation, indus-

trial control, medical sensing, and reality applications.Such applications

are the subject of the IEEE 802.15.4 Standard, and require low power,

yet reliable data transfer, but have reduced requirements on data rate and

throughput. Multihop relaying systems employing time diversity are pro-

posed for these applications. The performance of repetition-based relaying

with amplify-and-forward (AF) and decode-and-forward (DF) protocols

operating in Rayleigh fading is studied. Analytical expressions for the

symbol error probability (SEP) of the system are derived forboth AF and

DF relaying protocols. The repetition-based multihop transmission sys-

tems achieve diversity order equal to the number of repetitions with AF

and DF relaying. It is shown that repetition-based DF relaying systems

achieve better SEP than repetition-based AF relaying systems for medium

to large values of signal-to-noise ratio.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

There is no doubt that the world is going wireless - faster andmore broadly

than anyone may have expected. Future wireless systems are expected to

provide users with higher quality of service (QoS) in terms of data rates,

reliability, and robustness. Meanwhile, in order to achieve economic fea-

sibility, cost-efficient system architecture should be deployed. In order

to tackle the challenge, there has been an increasingly interest from both

academia and industry. Using multiple antennas at the transmitter and

receiver in a wireless system can mitigate channel impairments such as

multipath-induced fading. Multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) tech-

nologies have provided an opportunity to significantly improve the relia-

bility and capacity of wireless communication systems. However, due to

size, cost, or hardware limitations, it may not be practicalfor some wire-

less networks.

Cooperative communication has emerged as a new class of techniques

which allow single-antenna mobiles to reap some benefits of MIMO sys-

tems. The basic idea is that single-antenna mobiles can create a virtual

MIMO system by sharing their antennas. Cooperative communication sys-

tems achieve higher data rates, wider coverage and better sustainable QoS.

Yet, they eliminate the need for physical employment of multiple anten-

nas at the transmitter and/or receiver as required in MIMO systems. Relay
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channels are the building blocks of cooperative communication. The clas-

sic relay channel consists of a source, its destination, anda relay. Depend-

ing on the structure of the relays, the two most common relaying protocols

are amplify-and-forward (AF) and decode-and-forward (DF). In AF re-

laying, the relay simply amplifies its received signal and forwards it to

the next terminal. In DF relaying, the relay decodes its received signal,

re-encodes the signal and then forwards it.

1.1 Thesis Motivations and Contributions

Multihop relay networks achieve broader coverage, lower transmit power

and reduced interference over single-hop networks [1] – [4]. In addition,

such networks also achieve distributed spatial diversity to enhance the sys-

tem performance. Much focus in the wireless industry has been on com-

munication with higher data throughput, leaving out a set ofapplications

requiring simple wireless connectivity with relaxed throughput and la-

tency requirements. On the other hand, in December 2000, theIEEE New

Standards Committee (NesCom) officially sanctioned a new task group

802.15.4, which is designed for a low-rate wireless personal area network

(LR-WPAN) standard. This group was aiming at providing a standard

with ultra-low power, cost, and complexity for low-data-rate wireless con-

nectivity among inexpensive fixed, portable, and moving devices. IEEE

802.15.4 is designed to be useful in a wide variety of applications, includ-

ing home automation and networking, industrial control andmonitoring,

and medical sensing which have more relaxed throughput requirements

and require lower power consumption than is currently provided in ex-

isting standard implementations [5], [6]. For applications allowing more

latency, multihop network topologies provide an attractive alternative for

home coverage since each device needs only enough power (andsensitiv-
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ity) to communicate with its nearest neighbor.

In conventional multihop transmission systems, each relaysimply pro-

cesses the signal received from the immediately preceding terminal and

then forwards it to the next terminal. Previous studies haveshown that

such multihop transmission systems employing AF and DF relaying schemes

do not offer diversity order gain [7], [8]. A solution to obtaining diversity

gain is to employ receiver diversity combining at the relays. This concept

forms the basis of the multihop diversity system proposed in[9]. In an-

other approach to achieving diversity gain, the authors in [10] developed a

selective DF relaying protocol based on a threshold test applied to the re-

ceived signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) at each relay. The results in [9] and [10]

show that multihop diversity systems with fixed AF relaying and selective

DF relaying achieve full diversity order (i.e. diversity order equal to the

number of hops). However, such multihop diversity systems require the

channel state information (CSI) of all preceding terminalsto employ co-

herent detection using maximal ratio combining (MRC) at therelays as

well as at the destination. This requirement will impose heavy overhead

at the relays and propagating channel estimation errors will result in per-

formance degradation, especially when there is a large number of relays.

In addition, there could be situations where the relays cannot receive the

signals from all preceding terminals. For example, when thetransmissions

from the source to some relays are blocked by large buildingsor, when the

links between relays suffer from deep fading. In such channel environ-

ments, receiver diversity combining cannot be exploited fully.

As mentioned above, the constraints of the LR-WPAN standardrequire

the design of relays with low-complexity and high reliability to sustain a

communications link with the least amount of overhead. Previous mul-

tihop diversity systems can achieve diversity order equal to the number

of relays; however, each relay must estimate the channel information and
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employ MRC, which makes these multihop diversity systems unfeasible

in these applications. Therefore, our motivation here is todevelop simple

multihop systems which can achieve diversity without imposing further

processing (on top of amplification) at the relays. In this thesis, we pro-

pose a simple multihop diversity relaying scheme based on repetition. In

the scheme, time diversity is achieved via multiple transmissions of the

same packet. In the AF relaying system considered here, the source re-

transmits the same signal in every three time slots forD times to avoid the

interference from the neighboring terminals. In DF relaying systems, the

source re-transmits the same signal inD consecutive time slots. We con-

sider the following scenarios. 1) Each relay has (or exploits) only knowl-

edge of the average link SNR of its immediately preceding link. Neither

instantaneous nor statistical CSI are known (or exploited)at the destina-

tion. 2) Each relay has (or exploits) only knowledge of the instantaneous

CSI of its immediately preceding link. The destination has (or exploits)

global CSI knowledge of all links. Our goal is to develop effective low

complexity detection schemes for these scenarios.

In the first scenario, square-law combining (SLC) is employed. In the

AF relaying system, each relay amplifies its received signalwith fixed gain

and then forwards it to the next relay, and the destination employs SLC of

the received signals from theD repetition time slots. In the DF relaying

system, each relay detects the received signal based on SLC and forwards

the estimated signal, and the destination employs SLC. In the second sce-

nario, the AF relays amplify the received signal with variable gain, and

the destination employs MRC. In the DF relaying system, eachrelay as

well as destination employs MRC to detect the received signal. It is shown

that both the repetition-based AF relaying systems and the DF relaying

systems achieve diversity order equal to the number of repetitions. Our

results will show that the repetition-based DF relaying systems achieve
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better error rate performance than the corresponding AF relaying systems

in medium to large signal-to-noise (SNR) regions.

1.2 Thesis Outline

This thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, the basic concepts of

MIMO technology and cooperative communications are covered. Then

we review previous works related to this thesis. The topics of these works

include the system models, performance evaluation, and design of efficient

receivers of different multihop relaying systems. We then propose and dis-

cuss the system model of repetition-based multihop systems. In Chapter 3,

a detailed study of repetition-based multihop systems without transmitter

CSI is provided. The symbol error rate performance is derived for both

AF and DF relaying schemes. The advantages of repetition-based mul-

tihop systems over traditional multihop communication systems will be

summarized. In Chapter 4, we consider repetition-based multihop systems

with transmitter CSI. Corresponding mathematical analysis is conducted

thoroughly for this model. Both the theoretical analysis and the numerical

results have shown that the proposed system can achieve better perfor-

mance than previous existing multihop relaying systems with less system

and terminal level complexity. Chapter 5 concludes the thesis and gives

ideas for future research.
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Chapter 2

Background and Literature
Review

2.1 Cooperative Communication Basics

2.1.1 MIMO - Multiple Input Multiple Output Systems

Unlike wired networks, which have a fixed communication infrastructure,

wireless communication systems suffer from the deleterious effects of fad-

ing. There are two types of fading: large-scale fading is dueto path loss

from signal shadowing by large objects such as buildings andhills, and is a

function of location and distance; small-scale fading is due to the construc-

tive and destructive interference of replicas of the transmitted signal re-

ceived from the multiple signal paths between the transmitter and receiver.

In order to mitigate the performance degradation due to fading, multiple

antennas at the transmitter and/or the receiver can be introduced. It has

been shown that multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) systems can sig-

nificantly reduce symbol error probabilities and achieve higher data trans-

mission rates. The advantages of MIMO systems are given below [11].

• Array Gain

Array gain is defined as the increase in received signal-to-noise ra-

tio (SNR) that arises from a coherent combining of the signals at a
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receiver. In a MIMO system this can be realized through spatial pro-

cessing at the receive antenna array and/or spatial pre-processing at

the transmit antenna array. Array gain improves resistanceto noise,

therefore improving the coverage area of a wireless network.

• Diversity Gain

Diversity gains can be achieved by providing the receiver with mul-

tiple replicas of the transmitted signal which are assumed to be in-

dependent of each other in space, frequency, or time at the receiver.

With an increasing number of independent replicas, the probabil-

ity that at least one of the copies does not experience a deep fade

increases, thereby increasing the quality and reliabilityof commu-

nication. A transmission scheme is said to achieve diversity orderd

if the probability of error,Pe(SNR), as a function of SNR satisfies

lim
SNR→∞

logPe(SNR)

logSNR
= −d (2.1)

A MIMO system withMT transmit antennas andMR receive anten-

nas, can theoretically provideMT ∗ MR independent copies of the

transmitted signals. This results in a diversity order ofMT ∗MR.

• Spatial Multiplexing Gain

MIMO systems offer a linear increase in transmission rate through

spatial multiplexing (SM) for the same bandwidth. A transmission

scheme is said to achieve multiplexing gainr if the data rate (bps)

per unit hertz,R(SNR), can satisfy

lim
SNR→∞

R(SNR)

log2SNR
= r (2.2)

The maximum of SM gain equals the number of transmit-receive

antenna pairs or min (MT , MR).
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• Interference Reduction

Multiple user interference is a key performance limitationin wire-

less networks. Interference may be mitigated in MIMO systems by

exploiting the spatial dimension to increase the separation between

users. The spatial dimensions may be used for the purposes ofinter-

ference avoidance, by directing signal energy towards the intended

user and minimizing interference to other users. This is also known

as antenna beamforming.

However, due to size, cost, and hardware limitations, multiple anten-

nas may not be feasible for some practical wireless networks. Examples

include mobile handsets (size) and the nodes in a wireless sensor network

(size, power). Recently, the concept of cooperative communication has

been proposed to allow a single-antenna handset to reap the benefits of

MIMO systems. In a cooperative communication system, single-antenna

mobiles can create a virtual MIMO system that allows them to achieve

transmit diversity by sharing antennas belonging to multiple users within

the network. This eliminates the need for physical deployment of antennas

at the transmitters and/or receivers, which significantly reduces the system

cost, complexity, and especially the size of the receivers.

2.1.2 Fixed Multihop Relaying Systems

Relay channels are the building blocks of cooperative communication. The

classic relay channel consists of a source, a destination, and a relay that

assists the source by relaying its message to the destination. There are

two main categories of relays, decode-and-forward (DF) andamplify-and-

forward (AF) relays. In systems with DF relays, the relay decodes its

received signal, re-encodes it and then re-transmits. In systems employ-

ing DF relaying considered in this thesis, we focus on the simplest DF

protocol, i.e., un-coded DF, in which each relay demodulates its received
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signal, re-modulates and then forwards. On the other hand, in systems with

AF relays, the relay amplifies its received signal and then re-transmits it.

The amplification gain at each relay can be categorized into two types,

variable-gain and fixed-gain. In variable-gain AF relayingsystems, it is

assumed that instantaneous channel state information (CSI) is known at

the receiving terminals, and the amplification gain at each relay is the

transmitted power over the received power at that relay. In fixed-gain AF

relaying systems, the amplification gain is fixed and does notrequire the

knowledge of instantaneous CSI at the relays. Generally, the amplification

gain at fixed-gain relays can take any arbitrary value [7]. Inpractice, it is

mostly chosen to satisfy the average power constraint at therelay.

2.1.3 Selective Multihop Relaying Systems

As we might expect, and the following analysis confirms, fixedDF re-

laying is limited by the direct transmission between the source and relay.

However, since the relays can explore the fading coefficientusing certain

channel estimation measurements, they can adapt transmission based on

threshold tests on the received signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). This observa-

tion suggests the selective relaying proposed in [10]. If the total instanta-

neous received SNR at thekth relay terminal,Tk, k = 1, . . . , K, is above a

certain thresholdγTh, that relay will forward what it receives, using either

AF or DF. However, if the received instantaneous SNR at thekth relay

falls below the threshold, the source terminal repeats its signal at the next

time slot.

2.2 Related Work

Cooperative networks for cellular environments were first considered and

analyzed by Sendonaris et al. In [1], [2], the implementation of user co-
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operation in a three-terminal CDMA system was proposed. Themerits

of cooperation were demonstrated in achieving higher data rates, and less

sensitivity to channel variations. However, some assumptions, such as the

ability of full-duplex operation and the availability of CSI at the transmit-

ters, make it difficult to put the proposed protocol into practice. Coopera-

tion in ad hoc networks was studied in [12], [13]. Various cooperative pro-

tocols based on AF and DF relaying were proposed, and their asymptotic

outage probabilities in Rayleigh fading were evaluated. Itwas assumed

orthogonal time or frequency channels are allocated to eachnode to en-

sure half-duplex operation. It was also assumed that CSI is only available

at the receivers.

Since then, research in the area of cooperative communication has been

very active. Cooperative systems with different numbers ofrelays and

types of processing and detection at the relays and destination have been

developed and evaluated in terms of various performance metrics, such as

error probabilities and ergodic capacity. In the following, other literature

reviews related to the systems considered in the thesis are given.

2.2.1 System Configurations and Features

A wireless cooperative system configuration employing a relaying pro-

tocol imposes different requirements on the wireless terminal hardware

capabilities, channel availability, and system resources. In this thesis, we

focus on the two common relaying system configurations, namely, multi-

hop relaying systems and multihop diversity systems. In allsystems con-

sidered in the following, it is assumed that the relays operate over inde-

pendent, not necessarily identically distributed Rayleigh fading channels

in the half-duplex mode. The fading gain of the channel between relay

terminalsTi andTj is denoted byαi,j and is modeled as a zero-mean com-

plex Gaussian random variable with varianceσ2
i,j . Moreover, we assume
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additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) with zero mean and varianceN0 at

each relay node. The instantaneous SNR of the channel between terminals

Ti andTj is then defined asγi,j =
Pi

N0
|αi,j|2 and is an exponential random

variable with mean valueΓi,j = Pi

N0
σ2, wherePi denotes the transmitter

energy at terminalTi.

2.2.2 Multihop Relaying Systems without Diversity

In conventional multihop transmission systems, each relaysimply pro-

cesses the signal received from the immediately preceding terminal and

then forwards it to the next terminal in the next time slot.

In recent years, many research works have been devoted to perfor-

mance analysis of multi-hop communication systems employing different

relaying protocols. In [8] and [14], the authors studied theaverage bit er-

ror rate (BER) and outage probability of dual-hop transmission systems

with DF relaying, AF variable-gain relaying, and AF fixed-gain relaying,

over flat Rayleigh-fading channels. A closed-form expression for the av-

erage BER of an AF dual-hop system with a fixed-gain relay operating

over Nakagami-m fading channels was derived in [15]. A general ana-

lytical framework was proposed in [16] to evaluate the outage probabil-

ity of multihop communication systems with AF variable-gain relays over

Nakagami fading channels. Performance bounds of multihop transmission

systems with AF fixed-gain relays over generalized fading channels were

derived in [17]. The performance of AF multihop relaying systems (both

variable-gain relays and fixed-gain relays) operating in Nakagami-m fad-

ing was evaluated in terms of lower bounds in [18]. However, the perfor-

mance bounds given in [17] and [18] are not tight, especiallyfor moderate

to large values of signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). In [19], theauthors obtained

a new general framework for evaluation of the error probabilities in terms

of the moment generating function (MGF) of the inverse of thereceived
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SNR. In [20], the outage probability is given in closed-formexpressions

for different multihop diversity systems.

Consider aK-hop wireless transmission system as shown in Figure

2.1 in which a source node,T0, transmits its information to a destination

node,TK , with the help ofK − 1 half-duplex relay nodes denoted by

T1, T2, . . . , TK−1. In general, the(k − 1)th relay terminal,Tk−1, transmits

signal,xk−1, in thekth time slot, and the received signal at the immediately

following Tk terminal,yk, is given by

yk = αk−1,kxk−1 + nk, k = 1, . . . , K. (2.3)

In a multihop transmission system with DF relaying,xk−1 is an estimate

of the transmitted source signal,x0, at the(k − 1)th relay. In a multihop

transmission system with AF relaying, thekth relay amplifies its received

signal by a gainβk, i.e. xk = βkyk. In systems with variable-gain relays,

βk is given by

βk =

√

Pk

Pk−1|αk−1,k|2 +N0
. (2.4)

Therefore, the instantaneous received SNR in an AF multihopsystem with

an arbitrary number of variable-gain relays is given by [16,eq. (2)]

γK =
(K−1∏

i=0

(1 +
1

γi,i+1
)− 1

)−1

. (2.5)

Note thatγK in (2.5) can be well approximated by the bound [16, eq. (4)]

γK ≤ (

K−1∑

i=0

1

γi,i+1
)−1 (2.6)

especially for sufficiently large values of SNR. In systems with fixed-gain

relaying, the amplification gain at thekth relay is given by

βk =

√
Pk

N0

Γk−1,k + 1
. (2.7)
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0 1 2 KK-1

Source Destination

Relays

Figure 2.1. ConventionalK-hop transmission system.

Note that the choice of the relay amplification gain in (2.7) ensures that

the average power constraint at the relay is satisfied. The instantaneous

received SNR in an AF multihop system with fixed-gain relays is given

by [19, eq. (16)]

γK =
(K−1∑

k=0

Yk

)−1

(2.8a)

and

Yk =
k∏

i=0

Ci

γi,i+1

(2.8b)

whereC0 = 1 andCi =
Pi

N0G2
i

are constants for a fixed gain,Gi.

2.2.3 Multihop Relaying System with Diversity

Previous studies show that such multihop transmission systems employing

AF and DF relaying schemes do not offer diversity order gain [8], [14], [16].

A solution to obtaining diversity gain is to exploit the broadcast nature

of wireless networks and employ diversity combining at the relays. This

concept forms the basis of the multihop diversity system proposed in [21].

Figure 2.2 shows aK-hop diversity transmission system. In the system,

the source terminal initiates transmission by broadcasting its signal in the

first time slot. Each relay terminal can receive the signals from all pre-

ceding transmitting terminals, combine them using maximalratio com-

bining (MRC) diversity, and process the combined signal by either ampli-

fying or decoding before retransmitting it. In general, in thekth time slot,
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k = 1, . . . , K , the(k− 1)th relay transmits signalxk−1 and consequently

its following relay terminals,Tk, Tk+1, . . . , TK , receive

y
(k−1)
i = αk−1,ixk−1 + ni, i = k, . . . , K (2.9)

wherey(k−1)
i denotes the signal received signal from the(k − 1)th relay

at theith relay terminal. The signals at thekth relay received through its

preceding terminals,y(0)k , y
(1)
k , . . . , y

(k−1)
k , are combined using MRC diver-

sity and then in order to generatexk to re-transmit in the next time slot,

the combiner output is either decoded and re-encoded, or amplified. In

systems employing DF relaying, we focus on the simplest DF relaying

protocol, i.e. the un-coded DF [22], in which each relay demodulates its

combiner output, re-modulates it and then forwards. The instantaneous

received SNR at thekth relay terminal,k = 1, . . . , K is Xk =
∑k−1

i=0 γi,k

whereγi,k =
Pi

N0
α2
i,k denotes the instantaneous SNR over the link between

the ith andkth terminals in whichPi is the transmitted power at theith

relay terminal. In addition, note that in a DF multihop diversity system

each relay terminal requires knowledge of the CSI of its adjacent links1,

that is, relayk needs to knowk fading gains.

In systems with AF relaying, the amplification gain used at each relay

is the quotient of the transmitted power and the received power at that relay

[21]. In addition, the weight factors of the MRC combiner at aterminal

in an AF multihop diversity system are obtained assuming that the noise

components of the signals received at that terminal are uncorrelated2. The

received SNR at thekth terminal is given by

γ̂k = γ0,k +

k−1∑

j=1

γ̃j,k (2.10a)

1In the thesis, adjacent links means links directly connected to the terminal.
2Note that the propagation noise terms received at a terminalfrom its preceding ter-

minals are not independent, in general [21].
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where

γ̃j,k =
γj,kγ̂j

γj,k + γ̂j + 1
(2.10b)

Note that in an AF multihop diversity system each relay terminal requires

knowledge of the CSI of all its preceding terminals for the employment of

a MRC scheme, that is, relayk needs to knowk(k+1)
2

fading gains.

However, the performance of multihop diversity transmission systems

employing fixed DF relaying strategy is limited by the directtransmission

between the source and the first relay terminal. Laneman firstproposed

the idea of selective relaying in [13]. In the paper, the authors described

selective relaying corresponding to adaptive versions of AF and DF, both

of which fall back to direct transmission if the relay cannotdecode. They

also discussed the performance of selective decode-and-forward in a dual-

hop relaying system and showed that it enables the cooperating terminals

to exploit full spatial diversity and overcome the limitations of fixed DF

relaying. Farhadi and Beaulieu extended the selective relaying protocol

to multihop scenarios and discussed the performance of bothselective AF

and DF relaying [20]. It was shown that a multihop diversity transmission

system employing selective AF relaying performs worse thansystems em-

ploying the fixed relaying protocol. However, the results show that the

relay terminals in selective AF relaying systems use less (or at most equal)

power as those in the corresponding fixed AF relaying systems. On the

other hand, a multihop diversity transmission system employing selec-

tive DF relaying protocol achieves diversity order equal tothe number of

hops without the need for additional resources (i.e. power and bandwidth).

However, such multihop diversity systems require the CSI ofall preceding

terminals (both adjacent and non-adjacent terminals) at the relays as well

as at the destination.
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Figure 2.2. TheK-hop diversity transmission system.

2.3 Repetition-Based Multihop Systems

The IEEE 802.15.4 Standard requires low power, yet reliabledata transfer,

but has reduced requirements on data rate and throughput. The main fea-

tures of the standard are network flexibility, low cost, and low power con-

sumption. As mentioned earlier, the existing multihop relaying schemes

impose complex and costly processing tasks at the relays, which makes

such multihop diversity systems unfeasible in these applications. In this

thesis, multihop relaying systems employing time diversity are proposed

for these applications. Simple distributed multihop diversity relaying based

on repetition is investigated. Our proposed scheme operates based on mul-

tiple transmission of the same signal from the source. In AF relaying, for

the special case of a dual-hop relaying system, the source re-transmits the

same signal in every two time slots. In general (K ≥ 3), the source re-

transmits the same signal in every three time slots forD times. Therefore,

the repetition scheme maintains the half-duplex operationat the relays and

also avoids interference signals that would be reflected from the following

terminals forwarding their signals at the same time slot. InDF relaying,

the source re-transmits the same signal inD consecutive time slots.

Figure 2.3 shows aK-hop repetition-based multihop system where

each relay receives the signal transmitted from its immediately preceding
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terminal. In our proposed scheme, the source re-transmits the same signal

in order to exploit time diversity. In particular, the fading gain of the chan-

nel between terminalsTk−1 andTk over the duration of thedth repetition,

d = 1, . . . , D, is denoted byαk,d and is modeled as a zero-mean complex

Gaussian random variable with varianceσk. Moreover, we assume ad-

ditive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) with zero mean and varianceN0 at

each relay node. Therefore, the instantaneous SNR of the channel between

terminalsTk−1 andTk at thedth repetition is defined asγk,d =
Pk−1

N0
|αk,d|2

and is an exponential random variable with mean valueΓk = Pk−1

N0
σ2
k,

wherePk, k = 0, . . . , K − 1 denotes the transmitter energy at terminalTk.

It is assumed that the CSI is only known at the receiving terminals. Thus,

the total power,PT , is allocated to each terminal according to a uniform

power allocation policy. Thus, we havePk = PT

2D
in the special-case of

dual-hop systems andPk =
PT

K+3(D−1)
in systems withK ≥ 3.
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Figure 2.3. Repetition-basedK-hop transmission systems employing (a) AF re-
laying, and (b) DF relaying.
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Chapter 3

Repetition-Based Multihop
Systems Without Transmitter
CSI

Most previous works on multihop relaying systems have been focused on

receiver structures whose operations require perfect channel state infor-

mation (CSI) at the destination for coherent detection. However, chan-

nel estimation is a complex and costly task in fading environments, es-

pecially in fast fading channels. In such fading channel conditions, it is

more practical to develop noncoherent detection techniques that require

no instantaneous CSI knowledge. While there have been several studies

on the use of noncoherent detection in multi-relay AF and DF cooperative

systems [23] – [27], there has not been any investigation of noncoherent

multihop relaying systems with an arbitrary number of relays.

However, the conventional AF and DF relaying systems (even with

coherent detection) do not increase diversity order [28]. On the other

hand, the multihop diversity systems proposed in [10] and [21] can in-

crease diversity order but require knowledge of the instantaneous CSI at

the relays as well as at the destination, which makes them infeasible in

low-power-low-complexity applications as mentioned earlier. Meanwhile,

it is well known that repetition coding is effective in combating Rayleigh
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fading [29]. In this chapter, we develop new repetition-based noncoher-

ent AF and DF multihop relaying systems based on square-law combining

(SLC) at the destination. In particular, in our proposed schemes, the des-

tinations requires neither instantaneous nor average CSI.The relays in the

proposed DF systems do not require any CSI. The relays in the AF systems

only require knowledge of the average link signal-to-noiseratio (SNR) of

their immediately previous link to adjust their amplification gains. How-

ever, the average CSI can be locally obtained at each relay [30, Ch. 6]. It

is shown that the repetition-based multihop systems with AFrelaying and

DF relaying can achieve diversity without imposing any further processing

(on top of amplification) at the relays.

3.1 AF Relaying

3.1.1 System Model

In our proposed AF relaying system, the source re-transmitsthe same sig-

nal in every three time slots forD times; thus, the repetition scheme main-

tains the half-duplex operation at the relays as well as avoids the interfer-

ence from the neighboring terminals. The source initiates communication

by transmitting the signalxs. Let yk,d denote the received signal at thek

relay terminal,Tk, at thedth repetition stage,d = 1, . . . , D. Then, in an

AF relaying system,yk,d is given by

yk,d = βk−1αk,dyk−1,d + nk,d (3.1a)

whereβ0 = 1, βk, k = 1, . . . , K − 1, is the amplification gain factor at the

kth relay given by [10]

βk =

√
Pk

N0

Γk + 1
. (3.1b)

Note that the choice of the relay amplification gain in (3.1b)ensures that

the average power constraint at the relay is satisfied [10], [25]. The signal
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received at the destination at thedth repetition is given by

yK,d =

K∏

k=1

βk−1αk,dxs+

K−1∑

k=1

K∏

j=k+1

βj−1αj,dnk,d+nK,d, d = 1, . . . , D.

(3.2)

The destination then employs a square-law detector. Without loss of gen-

erality, we can assume that the first symbol from the constellation is trans-

mitted. The square-law detector output for themth symbol at thedth rep-

etition is given by

Vd,m =







|2
K∏

k=1

βk−1αk,dP0

+
K−1∑

k=1

K∏

j=k+1

βj−1αj,dUk,1 + UK,1|2,

m = 1

|
K−1∑

k=1

K∏

j=k+1

βj−1αj,dUk,m + UK,m|2,

m = 2, . . . ,M

(3.3)

whereUk,m, k = 1, . . . , K,m = 1, . . . ,M , is a zero-mean complex Gaus-

sian random variable with variance4P0N0 [31]. After D repetitions, the

destination combines the outputs of the square-law detector as

Zm =
D∑

d=1

Vd,m, m = 1, . . . ,M. (3.4)

The destination decision rule is

[m̂] = arg max
m=1,...,M

{Zm} (3.5)

wherem̂ is the detected symbol. Note that it is assumed that the relayhas

knowledge only of the statistical channel information (i.e. average CSI);

no channel estimation bits need to be reserved in the packet.The number

of time slots required to complete communication isK + 3(D − 1).
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3.1.2 Symbol Error Probability

Suppose the first symbol from the signal constellation is sent. ThenZ1

contains signal and noise, whileZm, m = 2, . . . ,M , contains noise only.

An erroneous decision occurs if anyZm, m = 2, . . . ,M , is larger thanZ1.

Therefore, the average symbol error probability (SEP) of a noncoherent

AF multihop relaying system withM-FSK is given by

Pe = Pr(Z1 < max
m=2,...,M

{Zm}). (3.6)

Note thatVd,m|γ2,d, . . . , γK,d, d = 1, . . . , D are independent exponential

random variables with parameters given by

λd,m =







4P0N0

(

1 +
K−1∑

k=1

K∏

j=k+1

γj,d
Cj−1

+ Γ1

K∏

k=2

γk,d
Ck−1

)

, 1
λd
,

m = 1

4P0N0

(

1 +
K−1∑

k=1

K∏

j=k+1

γj,d
Cj−1

)

, 1
µd
,

m = 2, . . . ,M

(3.7)

whereCk , Γk + 1, k = 1, . . . , K − 1. The average SEP in (3.6) is then

evaluated as

Pe = Eγγγk,d

{

Pr(Z1 < max
m=2,...,M

{Zm}|γγγk,d)
}

︸ ︷︷ ︸

Pe|γγγk,d

(3.8)

whereE{·} denotes the expectation operator andγγγk,d = [γ2,1, . . . , γk,1, . . . , γ2,D, . . . , γK,D]

is a vector of the instantaneous SNRs received over the relaychannels at

different repetition time slots. The conditional error probability Pe|γγγk,d
is

obtained as

Pe|γγγk,d
= Pr(Z1 < max

m=2,...,M
{Zm}|γγγk,d)

= (M − 1)Pr(Z1 < Z2|γγγk,d)Pr(Z3 < Z2, . . . , ZM < Z2|γγγk,d).
(3.9)
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Then, we have

Pe|γγγk,d
= (M−1)

∫ ∞

0

Pr(Z1 < z|Z2 = z,γγγk,d)Pr(Z3 < z|Z2 = z,γγγk,d)
M−2fZ2|γγγk,d

(z)dz

(3.10)

where (3.10) follows becauseZ2, . . . , Zm are independent identically dis-

tributed (i.i.d.) random variables, andfZ2|γγγk,d
(z) is the conditional proba-

bility density function (PDF) ofZ2. SinceZm =
D∑

d=1

Vd,m, m = 1, . . . ,M ,

is the sum ofD independent exponential random variables with pairwise

distinct parametersλd for m = 1, andµd for m = 2, . . . ,M . The condi-

tional pdf ofZm is given by

fZm|γγγk,d
(z) =







D∏

i=1

λi

D∑

j=1

exp(−λjz)
D∏

k 6=j
k=1

(λk−λj)

, z > 0,

m = 1
D∏

i=1

µi

D∑

j=1

exp(−µjz)
D∏

k 6=j
k=1

(µk−µj)

, z > 0,

m = 2, . . . ,M.

(3.11)

Therefore,Pe|γγγk,d can be evaluated as

Pe|γγγk,d =

D∑

j=1

D∑

k=1

ejgk
∑

n0+...+nD=M−2

(
M − 2

n0, . . . , nD

)( D∑

j=1

fj

)n0
D∏

i=1

(−fi)
ni

[ 1
∑D

i=1 µini + µk

− 1
∑D

i=1 µini + µk + λj

]

(3.12a)
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where

ej =

D∏

i 6=j
i=1

λi

D∏

k 6=j
k=1

(λk − λj) (3.12b)

fj =
D∏

i 6=j
i=1

µi
1

D∏

k 6=j
k=1

(µk − µj)

(3.12c)

gj =
D∏

i=1

µi
1

D∏

k 6=j
k=1

(µk − µj)

(3.12d)

where we have used the multinomial theorem [32]. The specialcase of

binary orthogonal FSK (M=2) is given by

Pe|γγγk,d =

D∑

j=1

D∑

k=1

ejgk

[ 1

µk
− 1

µk + λj

]

. (3.13)

Unfortunately, exact evaluation of the expectation in (3.8) requires multi-

fold numerical integration which is very involved, if not impossible. Note

that evaluation of (3.8) using the approximation based on the Laguerre

polynomials [32, eq. (25.4.45)] as in [26, eq. (9)] is computationally cum-

bersome due to the number of nested summations that grows with K and

D. However, the average SEP in (3.8) can be efficiently evaluated using

the Monte Carlo method.

3.1.3 Achievable Diversity Order

As mention in Section 2.1.1, the diversity orderd is a measurement of

how many independently fading signal replicas are combinedat the re-

ceiver. The higher the diversity order, the more robust the system would

be against the fading effects. The asymptotic behavior of the SEP given

in (3.8) can be used to determine the achievable diversity order of the pro-

posed repetition-based noncoherent AF relaying systems employing SLC.
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However, this is not tractable due to the mathematical form of the error

probability in (3.8). Thus, we will derive a simple upper bound on the

error probability. Note that the conditional binary probability in an AF

relaying system, denoted here byP2|γγγk,d
(D), is given by

P2|γγγk,d
(D) = P (Z2 − Z1 > 0|γγγk,d)

= P (X > 0) (3.14a)

where the random variableX is defined as

X , Z2 − Z1 =
D∑

d=1

(Vd,2 − Vd,1) (3.14b)

where, denotes “is defined as”. The Chernoff bound on the binary error

probability can be obtained using [30, eq. (14.4-60)]

P2|γγγk,d
(D) ≤

( 4φ2
1φ2

2

(φ2
1 + φ2

2)
2

)D

(3.15a)

where

φ2
1 = 2P0N0

(

1 +
K−1∑

k=1

K∏

j=k+1

γj,d

Cj−1

+ Γ1

K∏

k=2

γk,d

Ck−1

)

(3.15b)

φ2
2 = 2P0N0

(

1 +

K−1∑

k=1

K∏

j=k+1

γj,d

Cj−1

)

. (3.15c)

The error probability for the noncoherentM-FSK AF multihop relaying

can be upper-bounded by the union bound [30, Ch. 5], namely

Pe|γγγk,d ≤ (M − 1)P2|γγγk,d(D). (3.16)

Thus, we can write

Pe|γγγk,d
≤

( 4φ2
1φ2

2

(φ2
1 + φ2

2)
2

)D

. (3.17)

Then, an upper bound on the SEP is obtained as

Pe ≤ Eγγγk,d

{( 4φ2
1φ2

2

(φ2
1 + φ2

2)
2

)D}

=

∫ ∞

0

· · ·
∫ ∞

0
︸ ︷︷ ︸

(K−1)D−fold

[( 4φ2
1φ2

2

(φ2
1 + φ2

2)
2

)D
K∏

k=2

D∏

d=1

fγk,d(γk,d)dγk,d

]

. (3.18)
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The multi-fold integral in (3.18) has no closed-form solution. However,

since its integrand is in terms of smooth well-behaved functions for diver-

sity order analysis, we can use the numerical integration method in [32, eq.

(25.4.45)] for evaluation of (3.18). Thus,

Pe ≤
Np∑

n1=1

· · ·
Np∑

n(K−1)D=1

(K−1)D
∏

i=1

ξni

( 4φ2
1φ2

2

(φ2
1 + φ2

2)
2

)D

|γk,d=ζn(k−1)dΓk

k=2,...,K
d=1,...,D

(3.19)

whereξi andζi are the weights and zeros of the Laguerre polynomial of

orderNp [32, Table 25.9], respectively. Now note that

Γ1 =
SNRσ2

1

p
(3.20)

and

lim
SNR→∞

γj,d

Cj−1

=
ξn(j−1)d

σ2
j

σ2
j−1

,

j = 2, . . . , K, d = 1, . . . , D (3.21)

whereSNR , PT

N0
andp = 2D in dual-hop systems andp = K+3(D−1)

in systems with more than2 relays (K ≥ 3). Then, we have

lim
SNR→∞

( 4φ2
1φ2

2

(φ2
1 + φ2

2)
2

)D

|γk,d=ζn(k−1)dΓk

k=2,...,K
d=1,...,D

→ κ(n1, . . . , n(K−1)D)

SNRD
(3.22)

whereκ(n1, . . . , n(K−1)D) is constant but depends on the channel param-

eters. Thus,

lim
SNR→∞

Pe →
M − 1

SNRD

Np∑

n1=1

. . .

Np∑

n(K−1)D=1

(K−1)D
∏

i=1

ξni
κ(n1, . . . , n(K−1)D).

(3.23)

Eq. (3.23) shows that the repetition-based noncoherent AF relaying system

achieves diversity order equal to the number of repetitions.
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3.2 DF Relaying

3.2.1 System Model

In our proposed DF relaying system, the source re-transmitsits signal to

the relay inD subsequent time slots1. In general, the received signal at the

kth relay terminal,Tk, at thedth repetition stage is given by

yk,d = αk,dxk−1,p + nk,d (3.24)

wherex0,p = xs andxk,p, k = 1, . . . , K − 1 denotes thepth symbol from

the constellation estimated at thekth relay. The output of the square-law

detector employed at thekth relay for thedth repetition is given by

Vk,{d,m} =

{

|2αk,dPk + Uk,1|2, m = p

|Uk,m|2, otherwise.
(3.25)

After D repetitions, relayTk computes the output of the square-law detec-

tor as

Zk,m =

D∑

d=1

Vk,{d,m}. (3.26)

The decision rule at thekth relay is given by

[p̂] = arg max
p=1,...,M

{Zk,m} (3.27)

wherep̂ is the detected symbol at thekth relay. Then, the relay re-transmits

the estimated symbol,xk,p̂, to the next relay terminal,Tk+1, in the nextD

time slots. The destination employs noncoherent detectionusing SLC of

the signals received from the last relay in theD repetition time slots and

then makes the final decision on the transmitted symbol. The number of

time slots required to complete communication isKD. It is not needed to

reserve channel estimation bits in the packet transmission.

1It is shown in [33] that if the source re-transmits the original signal in every three time
slots as in the AF case, the proposed system with DF relaying cannot achieve diversity
order gain without increased processing.
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3.2.2 Symbol Error Probability

For a DF multihop relaying system, the authors in [34] derived an exact

expression for the end-to-end average bit error probability (BEP),Pb, using

a recursive relation. Using [34, eq. (3)],Pb is given by

Pb =

K∑

k=1

(

Pbk

K∏

l=k+1

(1− 2Pbl)
)

(3.28)

wherePbk is the average BEP at thekth relay as a function of the average

link SNR between the terminalsTk−1 andTk, Γk. If all the links between

terminals are i.i.d with equal average received SNR, thenPbk = Pbl and

the end-to-end average BEP can be simplified as

Pb =
1

2

(

1− (1− 2Pbk)
K
)

, ∀k. (3.29)

This is a special case where the link SNRs are different at each hop. This

case is of interest [35] and leads to a more tractable mathematical analy-

sis. For consistency and comparisons with the other resultsderived in this

thesis, we need to convert BEP into SEP. The relationship between SEP

and BEP for orthogonal MFSK is given by [36, eq. (8)]

Pb =
2log2 M−1

2log2 M − 1
Pe. (3.30)

Note thatVk,{d,m}, k = 1, . . . , K − 1 andd = 1, . . . , K, are independent

exponential random variables with parameters given by

λk,{d,m} =

{

4P0N0(1 + Γk) , λk, m = 1

4P0N0 , µ, m = 2, . . . ,M.
(3.31)

Then, we have the decision variables at thekth relay,Zk,m, k = 1, . . . , K,m =

1, . . . ,M , are distributed according to a chi-square probability distribution

with 2D degrees of freedom, that is,

fZm
(z) =

{
1

λK
D(D−1)!

zD−1exp(− z
λK

), m = 1
1

µD(D−1)!
zD−1exp(− z

µ
), m = 2, . . . ,M.

(3.32)
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The average SEP at thekth relay is given by [30, eq. (14.4-49)]

Pek =
1

(D − 1)!

M−1∑

m=1

(−1)m+1
(
M−1
m

)

(1 +m+mΓk)D

m(D−1)
∑

l=0

βlm(D − 1 + l)!
( 1 + Γk

1 +m+mΓk

)l

(3.33a)

whereβkm is the set of coefficients in the expression given by

(D−1∑

k=0

xk

k!

)m

=

m(D−1)
∑

k=0

βkmx
k. (3.33b)

For the special case of orthogonal BFSK,Pek can be simplified as

Pek =
1

(D − 1)!

1

(2 + Γk)D

D−1∑

l=0

1

l!
(D − 1 + l)!

(1 + Γk

2 + Γk

)l

. (3.34)

Using the relationship between SEP and BEP given in (3.30), we can eval-

uate the end-to-end average SEP of DF relaying systems.

3.2.3 Achievable Diversity Order

Similar to AF relaying systems, an upper bound on the SEP of DFrelaying

systems can be obtained using

Pek ≤ (M − 1)
( 4φ2

k,1φ
2
k,2

(φ2
k,1 + φ2

k,2)
2

)D

k = 1, . . . , K (3.35a)

where

φ2
k,1 = 2P0N0(1 + Γk), k = 1, . . . , K (3.35b)

φ2
k,2 = 2P0N0, k = 1, . . . , K. (3.35c)

Note thatPek decays as 1
(SNR)D

at large values of SNR. Therefore, the

average SEP in (3.35) decays as1
(SNR)D

whenSNR → ∞. This indicates

that a repetition-based noncoherent multihop system with DF relaying also

achieves diversity order equal to the number of repetitions.
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3.3 Simulation Results

In this section, we evaluate the performance of the repetition-based mul-

tihop AF and DF relaying systems with both balanced links (i.i.d case)

and unbalanced links (non i.d. case). We assume that CSI is only known

at the receiving terminal. Therefore, equal portions of thetransmission

power per symbol,P , are allocated among transmitting terminals, that is,

Pk = 1
KD

P . In systems with balanced links, it is assumed that the re-

lay terminals are located equi-distant from each other on a straight line of

lengthl. The average link SNR between the terminalsTk−1 andTk isΓk =

1
τ
KδΓ0, k = 1, . . . , K, whereδ is the path loss exponent andΓ0 = P

N0
is

the average link SNR between the source and destination in direct trans-

mission. In systems with unbalanced links, we assume that thekth relay is

placed at a distance 2k
K(K+1)

l from its previous terminal on a straight line.

The average link SNR is given byΓk = 1
τ

(
(K+1)K

2k

)δ

Γ0, k = 1, . . . , K.

In the numerical examples, we assumeδ=3 and orthogonal BFSK modu-

lation.

Figure 3.1 shows the SEP versus relay location in different dual-hop

relaying systems assumingΓ0 = 10 dB with noncoherent detection. It

is assumed that the relay is located at a distanceρ from the source. It is

clearly seen from the curves that both the AF and DF relaying systems

achieve better performance when the relay gets closer to themiddle of the

link. In particular, the optimal relay location that minimizes the symbol er-

ror probabilities is at the midpoint between the source and the destination

in repetition-based DF relaying systems. It is also seen that the proposed

repetition-based transmission system performs worse thandirect transmis-

sion if the relay is very close to the source or the destination. In addition,

DF relaying always attains better symbol error rate performance than AF

relaying no matter where the relay is located.
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Figure 3.1. Symbol error probabilities for noncoherent BFSK dual-hop systems.

Figures 3.2 and 3.3 show the average error probabilities of noncoherent

BFSK 3-hop relaying systems with balanced links and unbalanced links.

It is clearly seen from these figures that the simulation results match pre-

cisely the theoretical results obtained using eq. (3.13) for the SEP of AF

relaying systems and eq. (3.34) for the DF relaying systems.It is seen

that both AF and DF relaying systems achieve diversity orderequal to

the number of repetitions, as shown in Section?? and Section 3.2.3. It

is also seen that noncoherent DF relaying systems achieve significantly

better symbol error probability performance than AF relaying systems in

medium to large SNRs. This implies that the noise amplification in AF

systems in those regions has more severe effects than the error propaga-

tion in DF systems. In addition, observe that in small SNR regions, the

square-law detection is very likely to result in noisy outputs, and hence

combining them does not result in performance improvement.
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Figure 3.2.Symbol error probabilities for noncoherent BFSK 3-hop systems with
balanced links.
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Figure 3.3.Symbol error probabilities for noncoherent BFSK 3-hop systems with
unbalanced links.

3.4 Summary

In this chapter, new repetition-based noncoherent multihop AF and DF

relaying systems were proposed. We studied the symbol errorprobabil-
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ity and diversity order performance in different repetition-based nonco-

herent multihop systems. The analytical results were verified by com-

paring them with Monte Carlo simulation results. It was shown that the

repetition-based noncoherent AF relaying and DF relaying can achieve di-

versity order with no requirement for knowledge of channel state informa-

tion. This makes them useful in low-rate wireless personal area networks

(LR-WPANs), which require low power consumption and reduced system

complexity. It was also shown that the DF relaying scheme achieves better

performance than AF relaying in medium to large SNRs.
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Chapter 4

Repetition-Based Multihop
Systems With Transmitter CSI

As mentioned in Chapter 3, multihop diversity systems need CSI of all

links between that terminal and all its preceding terminals(both adjacent

and non-adjacent terminals) involved in the cooperation. The requirement

will impose overhead in data transmission and propagating channel esti-

mation errors will result in performance degradation. In addition, there

could be situations where the relays cannot receive the signals from all

preceding terminals, and are just in range of one terminal ata time. In

such channel environments, we cannot exploit diversity combining. In

the systems discussed in this chapter, we assume that each relay has (or

exploits) only knowledge of the instantaneous CSI of its immediately pre-

ceding link. The destination has (or exploits) global CSI knowledge of

all links. It is shown that repetition-based relaying systems with coherent

detection also achieve full diversity order and better performance than the

corresponding systems with noncoherent detention, as expected. There-

fore, the proposed scheme has less complexity while still offering diversity

order gain.
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4.1 AF Relaying

4.1.1 System Model

In AF relaying systems, the source re-transmits the same packet in ev-

ery three time slots, thus the repetition scheme avoids the interference

from neighboring terminals. In general, the(k − 1)th relay terminal,Tk−1,

transmits signalxk−1,d at thedth repetition stage,d = 1, . . . , D, and the

received signal at the immediately followingTk terminal,yk,d, is given by

yk,d = αk,dxk−1,d + nk,d, k = 1, . . . , K (4.1)

whereαk,d is the fading gain of the channel between the(k − 1)th and the

kth terminal over the duration of thedth repetition, modeled as a zero-

mean complex Gaussian random variable with varianceσ2
k. The noise at

thekth terminal for thedth repetition,nk,d, is modeled as zero-mean com-

plex Gaussian with powerN0. The instantaneous SNR between terminals

Tk−1 andTk at thedth repetition is defined asγk,d =
Pk−1

N0
|αk,d|2, wherePk

denotes the transmitter power at thekth terminal,k = 1, . . . , K − 1. Note

thatγk,d is an exponential random variable with meanΓk =
Pk−1

N0
σ2
k. Ac-

cording to the assumption of uniform power allocation,Pk = PT

K+3(D−1)
,

wherePT is the transmission power per symbol. The received signal at

thekth relay terminal is processed by amplifying and then forwarding to

the next terminal,Tk+1. After D repetitions, the destination combines the

received signals from all repetitions using MRC and employscoherent de-

tection.

4.1.2 System Error Probability

In AF multihop relaying system with instantaneous CSI, thekth relay ter-

minal amplifies its received signal by a variable gain, whichis given by [7]

βk =

√

Pk

Pk−1α
2
k,d +N0

, k = 1, . . . , K − 1. (4.2)
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In aK-hop system, the signal received at the destination at thedth repeti-

tion, yK,d, is

yK,d =

K∏

i=1

βi−1,dαi,dxs +

K−1∑

j=1

{ K∏

i=j+1

βi−1,dαi,d

}

nj,d + nK,d. (4.3)

After D repetitions, the destination employs MRC. Since the noise terms

from different repetition are uncorrelated, the instantaneous received SNR

at the destination can be expressed as

γK =

D∑

d=1

γK,d (4.4a)

whereγK,d is the instantaneous received SNR at the destination for thedth

repetition and is given by [16]

γK,d =
( K∏

i=1

(1 +
1

γi,d
)− 1

)−1

. (4.4b)

The average SEP for coherent orthogonal MFSK is given by [30]

Pe =

∫ ∞

0

Pe(γ)fγK (γ)dγ (4.5a)

wherePe(γ) is given by [36, eq. (8.40)]

Pe(γ) = 1−
∫ ∞

−∞

[

Q(−q −
√

2γ)
]M−1 1√

2π
exp(−q2

2
)dq (4.5b)

where

Q(z) =
1√
2π

∫ ∞

z

exp(−u2

2
)du (4.5c)

is the Gaussian probability integral. Unfortunately, for arbitraryM , Pe in

(4.5a) can not be expressed in closed-form. Using the union bound,Pe can

be upper bounded by

Pe ≤ (M − 1)PeBFSK (4.6a)
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wherePeBFSK is given by

PeBFSK =

∫ ∞

−∞

Q(
√
γ)fγK (γ)dγ. (4.6b)

Now reference [16] shows thatγK,d can be tightly upper bounded by a

more tractable form

γK,d =
( K∑

i=1

1

γi,d

)−1

. (4.7)

Using the method developed in [37],PeBFSK can be well approximated

by

PeBFSK ≈
∏D

i=1(2i− 1)

2D!
(

K∑

i=1

1

Γk
)D. (4.8)

Therefore,Pe can be approximated by

Pe ≈ (M − 1)

∏D
i=1(2i− 1)

2D!
(

K∑

i=1

1

Γk
)D. (4.9)

4.1.3 Achievable Diversity Order

Since the theoretical error probability given in (4.5a) is not mathematically

tractable, we derive here a simple upper bound on the SEP. Using the union

bound, we have

Pe < (M − 1)PeBFSK . (4.10)

First we derive a closed-form expression forPeBFSK . Using (4.7) and

noting thatγK,d ≥ 1
K

min
i=1,...,K

{γi,d}, sinceγK =
∑D

d=1 γK,d, we have

γK ≥
D∑

d=1

1

K
min

i=1,...,K
{γi,d} , γlow (4.11)

for γi,d > 0. The inequality in (4.10) becomes an equality ifγi,d = γj,d,

for i 6= j, i, j = 1, . . . , K. Since the minimum of a set of indepen-

dent exponential random variables is also exponentially distributed [38],
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min
i=1,...,K

{γi,d} is an exponentially-distributed random variable with mean
( K∑

i=1

1
Γi

)−1

, γ̄c, d = 1, . . . , D. Hence, the PDF ofγlow is given by [30,

eq. (14.4-13)], that is,

fγlow(γ) =
K

(D − 1)!γ̄cD
KγD−1e−Kγ/γ̄c . (4.12)

Since the SEP decreases with increasing SNR,γK , substituting (4.10) in

(4.6b) gives an upper bound on the SEP of the system. Therefore,

PeBFSK ≤ Pup. (4.13)

Using [30, eq. (14.4-15)],Pup can be evaluated in closed-form as

Pup =
[1

2
(1− µ)

]D
D−1∑

k=0

(
D − 1 + k

k

)[1

2
(1 + µ)

]k

(4.14a)

where the parameterµ is defined as

µ =

√
γ̄c

γ̄c + 2K
. (4.14b)

For large values of SNR,̄γc ≫ 1, the term1
2
(1 + µ) ≈ 1, and the term

1
2
(1− µ) ≈ K

2γ̄c
. Furthermore, according to [30, eq. (14.4-17)],

D−1∑

k=0

(
D − 1 + k

k

)

=

(
2D − 1

D

)

. (4.15)

Therefore,Pup in (4.14) can be approximated as

Pup ≈
( K

2γ̄c

)D
(
2D − 1

D

)

. (4.16)

We observe that for large SNR,Pup decays as 1
(SNR)D

. This indicates that

the proposed repetition-based coherent AF relaying systems achieve diver-

sity order equal to the number of repetitions,D.
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4.2 DF Relaying

In DF multihop relaying systems with instantaneous CSI, therelays as well

as the destination employ MRC. The source re-transmits the same packet

in every time slot forD times. In general, the received signal at thekth

relay terminal,Tk, at thedth repetition stage is given by

yk,d = αk,dxk−1,m + nk,d, m = 1, 2, k = 1, . . . , K − 1 (4.17)

wherexk−1,m denotes themth symbol in the alphabet estimated at the

(k − 1)th relay. Thekth relay,Tk, detects the output of the maximal ratio

combiner and re-transmits the estimated signal to the next relay terminal,

Tk, for D repetition time slots. The destination employs MRC of the re-

ceived signals from theD repetition time slots and makes the final decision

on the transmitted signal.

4.2.1 Symbol Error Probability

As in the AF case discussed above, the instantaneous received SNR at the

kth relay,Tk, can be expressed as

γk =
D∑

d=1

γk,d, k = 1, . . . , K (4.18)

whereγk,d is the instantaneous received SNR atTk at thedth repetition.

Note thatγk is a sum of exponential random variables, and the PDF ofγk

can be expressed as [30, eq. (14.4-13)]

fγk(γ) =
1

ΓD
k (D − 1)!

γD−1 exp
(

− γ

Γk

)

. (4.19)

Therefore,Pek can be derived as a closed-form expression given by

Pek =
2−D(2D)!

ΓD
k (D − 1)!

2F̃1(D,
1

2
+D; 1 +D;− 2

Γk

) (4.20)
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where2F̃1(a, b; c; z) is the regularized confluent hypergeometric function

of the confluent hypergeometric function2F1(a; b; z) [39, p. 771]. As

mentioned in Section 3.2.2, the end-to-end average BEP,Pb, is given by

Pb =
K∑

k=1

(

Pbk

K∏

l=k+1

(1− 2Pbl)
)

(4.21)

wherePbk is the average BEP at thekth relay. And for the special case with

equal average received SNR, thenPbk = Pbl and the end-to-end average

BEP can be simplified as

Pb =
1

2

(

1− (1− 2Pbk)
K
)

, ∀k. (4.22)

Substituting (4.20) in (4.21) and using the relationship between SEP and

BEP given in (3.30), we can evaluate the end-to-end average SEP of DF

relaying systems.

4.2.2 Achievable Diversity Order

Recall that in Section 4.2.1,Pek is given by

Pek =
2−D(2D)!

ΓD
k (D − 1)!

2F̃1(D,
1

2
+D; 1 +D;− 2

Γk
). (4.23)

According to [39, p. 771]

2F̃1(a, b; c; z) ∝
1

Γ(c)
(1 +O(z)); (z → 0). (4.24)

For large values of SNR,Pek → 2−D(2D)!

ΓD
k
(D−1)!(D+1)!

, which indicates that a

repetition-based coherent multihop system with DF relaying also achieves

diversity order equal to the number of repetitions.

4.3 Simulation Results

In the numerical examples, we consider different multihop transmission

systems both with balanced and unbalanced links in which theterminals
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are located on a straight line of lengthl meters between the source and

destination, as described in Chapter 3. Recall that in systems with bal-

anced links, the average link SNR between the terminalsTk−1 andTk is

Γk = 1
τ
KδΓ0, k = 1, . . . , K. In unbalanced links, the average link SNR is

given byΓk = 1
τ

(
(K+1)K

2k

)δ

Γ0, k = 1, . . . , K. In the numerical examples,

we assumeδ=3 and orthogonal BFSK modulation. In the figures, R-AF

and R-DF denote the repetition-based AF relaying and repetition-based

DF relaying, respectively.

Figure 4.1 shows the SEP versus relay location in different dual-hop

relaying systems assumingΓ0 = 10 dB with coherent detection. It is

assumed that the relay is located at a distanceρ from the source. It is

seen from the curves that the proposed repetition-based dual-hop relaying

systems can always achieve better performance than direct transmission

no matter where the relay is located on the straight line. In addition, it is

clearly seen from the figures that both the AF and DF relaying systems

achieve better performance when the relay gets closer to themiddle of the

link. It should be noted that in the DF relaying system, the relays need

to employ MRC, however there is no such burden on the relays inthe AF

relaying system.

Figures 4.2 and 4.3, respectively, show the average error probabilities

of coherent BFSK 3-hop relaying systems with balanced linksand unbal-

anced links. The analytical results for repetition-based AF relaying are

obtained from eq. (4.9). As seen from the figures the proposedapprox-

imation is tight, particularly in medium-to-high SNR regimes. It is seen

that coherent AF and DF relaying systems also achieve diversity order,

and that systems employing coherent detection perform better than those

employing noncoherent detection, as expected.

Figures 4.4 and 4.5 respectively, show the average error probabilities

of different multihop diversity transmission systems withbalanced links
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and unbalanced links. In the AF diversity relaying and selective DF re-

laying considered here, we also use BFSK modulation for consistency and

comparisons with the other results. For repetition-based systems shown

in these two figures, we considered repetition timeD = 3. We note that

in both balanced links and unbalanced links, repetition-based coherent DF

relaying achieves the best performance, and the superiority is larger in

balanced links. As mentioned earlier, in repetition-basedDF relaying sys-

tems, each relay only needs to know the CSI of its immediatelypreceding

terminal, while in AF diversity relaying systems and selective DF relaying

systems, each relay requires the CSI of all its preceding terminals. This

means repetition-based coherent DF relaying achieves better symbol error

rate performance than previous multihop diversity relaying schemes with

less terminal-level complexity. Importantly, we note thatrepetition-based

noncoherent DF relaying does not need any CSI, however it outperforms

both AF diversity relaying and selective DF relaying in balanced links. In

addition, as seen from these two figures, selective DF relaying achieves

better performance in unbalanced links than in balanced links. This means

that selective DF relaying is more useful in communication links where

the links closest to the source are better than the links closest to the desti-

nation.

4.4 Summary

A new repetition-based multihop relaying scheme with coherent detec-

tion was developed. For repetition-based AF relaying systems, where the

source re-transmits the same signal in every three time slots, each relay

only needs the CSI of its immediately preceding link and doesnot need

the employment of MRC as does a multihop diversity system, although

the destination needs the CSI of all preceding links to employ MRC. For
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Figure 4.1. Symbol error probabilities for coherent BFSK dual-hop systems.
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Figure 4.2. Symbol error probabilities for coherent BFSK 3-hop systemswith
balanced links.

DF relaying systems, where the source re-transmits the samesignal in sub-

sequent time slots, each relay as well as the destination only needs the CSI

of its immediately preceding link to employ MRC. The performance in

Rayleigh fading of the proposed system with AF and DF relays was stud-
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Figure 4.3. Symbol error probabilities for coherent BFSK 3-hop systemswith
unbalanced links.
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Figure 4.4. Symbol error probabilities for different 3-hop diversity transmission
systems with balanced links.

ied. Using simple closed-form bounds on the average error probability, it

was shown that the proposed repetition-based multihop transmission sys-

tems with AF relaying and DF relaying achieve diversity order equal to the

number of repetitions. Numerical results were provided to assess the tight-
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Figure 4.5. Symbol error probabilities for different 3-hop diversity transmission
systems with unbalanced links.

ness of the proposed bounds. It was shown that repetition-based DF relay-

ing systems achieve better symbol error rate performance than repetition-

based AF relaying systems in medium to large SNRs. It was alsoshown

that DF relaying systems can achieve better symbol error rate performance

than conventional AF diversity systems and selective DF diversity systems

with less complexity at the relays, in repetition-based relaying sytems.
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Chapter 5

Conclusion and Suggestions for
Future Work

In this chapter, first we present a summary of the contributions of the the-

sis. Then, we suggest some areas for future research.

5.1 Conclusion

As stated in Chapter 1, IEEE 802.15.4 is a proposed standard address-

ing the needs of wireless personal area networks or LR-WPAN.The stan-

dard is characterized by maintaining a high level of simplicity, allowing

for low cost and low power for wireless connectivity among inexpen-

sive, fixed, portable and moving devices [40]. Multihop relay networks

achieve broader coverage, lower transmit power and reducedinterference

over single-hop networks. Therefore, it would be intuitiveto employ mul-

tihop topologies in the 802.15.4 standard. However, conventional multi-

hop transmission systems do not offer diversity order. Multihop diversity

systems employing diversity combining at the relays show superior perfor-

mance over the corresponding systems without diversity. However, such

multihop diversity systems require CSI of all preceding terminals to em-

ploy MRC at the relays, which imposes increased complexity at both the

system and terminal levels. In this thesis, we proposed a newrepetition-
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based multihop relaying system. We focused on performance evaluation

of a variety of repetition-based multihop relaying systems. Analytical ex-

pressions for the symbol error probability were derived forboth AF and

DF relaying protocols. It was shown that the repetition-based multihop

transmission systems can achieve diversity order without imposing com-

plex processing at the relays.

In Chapter 2, we reviewed previous work on conventional multihop

relaying systems and multihop diversity systems. Conventional multihop

relaying systems realize a number of benefits over traditional systems in

the area of deployment, adaptability, coverage, and capacity. However,

these systems do not increase diversity order. On the other hand, the mul-

tihop diversity systems can increase diversity order but require knowledge

of the instantaneous CSI of all preceding terminals to employ MRC at the

relays as well as the destination. This requirement will impose large over-

head in data transmission and complex processing burdens onthe relays.

Therefore, we proposed a new multihop relaying system employing time

diversity. The system model of the repetition-based relaying system was

discussed.

In Chapter 3, we proposed a repetition-based multihop relaying system

based on noncoherent detection. We derived low complexity square-law

receivers for both AF and DF relaying systems. A theoreticalclosed-form

expression for the symbol error probability of noncoherentmultihop DF

relaying schemes and a theoretical upper bound for the noncoherent mul-

tihop AF relaying schemes were presented to evaluate the achievable di-

versity order of the systems. It was shown that both repetition-based non-

coherent AF and DF relaying schemes achieve diversity orderequal to the

number of repetitions. In particular, the relays in the proposed DF systems

do not require any CSI. The relays in the AF systems only require the

average link SNR of their immediately previous link to adjust their ampli-
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fication gains. The destination requires neither instantaneous nor average

CSI. The analytical results were verified by comparing them with Monte

Carlo simulation results.

In Chapter 4, we proposed a repetition-based multihop relaying sys-

tem based on coherent detection. To implement the proposed scheme, for

AF relaying systems, each relay only needs the CSI of its immediately pre-

ceding link and does not need the employment of MRC as does a multihop

diversity system. For DF relaying systems, each relay needsthe CSI of its

immediately preceding link to employ MRC. Using simple closed-form

bounds on the average error probability, it was shown that the proposed

repetition-based multihop transmission systems with AF relaying and DF

relaying achieve diversity order equal to the number of repetitions. Numer-

ical results were provided to assess the tightness of the proposed bounds. It

was shown that repetition-based DF relaying systems achieve better sym-

bol error rate performance than repetition-based AF relaying systems in

medium to large SNRs.

5.2 Suggestions for Future Research

The research work in this thesis provides a foundation for analysis and de-

sign of repetition-based multihop transmission systems with both coherent

and noncoherent detection. The methodology and techniquesadopted in

the research also give insights into possible future topicsin this area.

In Chapter 4, we consider perfect channel estimation for tractability.

The quality of channel estimates inevitably affects the overall performance

of relay-assisted transmission and might become a performance limiting

factor. Therefore, a more realistic assessment should consider the effects

of practical channel estimation schemes. It would be very intuitive to

address issues such as the estimator design, pilot symbol spacing based
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upon realistic channel models, and an approximate symbol error probabil-

ity analysis that accounts for imperfect channel estimation.

In the thesis, uniform power allocation policy is employed due to its

simplicity. In reality, power efficiency is an important topic in wireless

communication systems. Therefore, choosing the optimal power coeffi-

cients for the source and the relays is an important design issue. It would

be of benefit to consider optimal power allocation schemes for the pro-

posed repetition-based AF and DF relaying systems more fully.

Furthermore, we focused on the repetition coding throughput the the-

sis, for its low implementation complexity and ease of exposition. How-

ever, diversity benefits of these repetition-based algorithm come at a price

of decreasing bandwidth efficiency. In the future, more complex and supe-

rior multihop relaying schemes should be analyzed and studied in addition

to this repetition-based scheme.
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